
“Maya and Ading” new kids on the block 
  
TACLOBAN CITY, LEYTE – As part of Filipino culture, the arrival of the new kids on the block, instantaneously elicit 
mixed reactions from the neighborhood where they intend to stay. 
  
As newcomers they usually undergo close scrutiny from the prying eyes of even the timidest person and more so 
from the toughest guy alive in that community. Whenever the newly arrived neighbors show positive attitude 
towards others, it is of no surprise that even the toughies will readily welcome them into their lairs. 
  
Such is the case happening to both “MAYA and ADING”. For me, they can be likened to new kids on the block who 
just arrived in these most trying times when all of us are pre-occupied worrying about our personal safety from 
possible Coronavirus infection. But on a second look, the timing of MAYA and ADING’s arrival is good considering 
that from the very start of this Covid-19 epic people from all walks of life finally realized the significance of 
agriculture not only as the nation’s source of food, but also as a potent source of livelihood for every Juan. 
  
So before going any further, who they really are and what they stand for? 
  
Well, based on the explanation given in today’s DA-RFO 8’s ExeCom Meeting by Mr. Rodel Macapanas, PMED 
Assistant Chief, MAYA is an acronym for Mentoring and Attracting Youth in Agribusiness. 
  
Accordingly, there is still this prevailing misconception that agriculture is not a profitable career. That it’s a 
backbreaking activity or profession. Production capital is difficult to access, and young peoples’ voices are simply 
ignored and excluded from decision-making. Hence, an increasing number of our youth is shunning away from 
agriculture. 
  
Studies show that agricultural sector is losing a new breed of potential innovators, inspiring visionaries and 
transformational leaders. But this gap can be fixed by mentoring and supporting a new generation of people 
prepared to proactively contribute to innovative and sustainable agricultural development. 
  
Interestingly, under the new DA leadership of Secretary William D, Dar, MAYA Program was conceptualized to 
address the increasing gap in the development of the Philippine Agribusiness Sector. It practically fuses agriculture 
and entrepreneurship to make young people have a business-oriented mindset instead of the subsistence mindset. 
  
MAYA is, largely, a game changer that will develop a young cadre of youth agribusiness leaders that are market-
ready; having the necessary skills; capabilities and commitment to excellence, and with the right attitude. 
  
How about ADING? What does it stand for? Again, the Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation Division (PMED) 
introduced this as the latest Integrity Management Program which simply means Agriculture Dialogue and 
Information Network Groups. 
  
This is in full congruence with President Rodrigo Roa Duterte’s campaign promise to weed out graft and corruption 
in the government bureaucracy. 
  
ADING’s core objectives are as follows: 1) Improve and enhance effectiveness and efficiency of the agency’s 
multifarious programs and activities; 2) Enhance the quality and timeliness of delivery of basic services; 3) Prevent 
and avoid leakages and wastage in the use of DA’s resource capital; 4) Institutionalize the value of honesty and 
sense of integrity; 5) Strengthen the relevance of DA’s programs, actions and strategies to the needs of the 
producers, consumers, economy and society at large. 
  
MAYA and ADING may still be in their early conception stages, they are the new kids on the block and many 
pundits believe that their combined effect as game-changing strategies or programs, is imbued with great 
potential of turning around the Philippine agriculture from its continuing reputation as most sluggish to a 
meteoric-performing agriculture economy in Asia 


